
SMALL GROUP 
QUESTIONS WEEK:

APPLICATION SUGGESTIONS

QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS THE BIBLE VERSE

WELCOME & ICE BREAKER

LEADER INSIGHT

GOAL OF TONIGHT
Help students see how God’s story intersects with their story and why that matters in their 
day-to-day life.

BIBLE PASSAGE

GRADES 9-12


	Text2: Let’s have some fun with our phones tonight. Have your students take out their phones and pull up the most awkward or cringy meme, picture or video and spend some time laughing and getting on their level. 
	Text3: 1 Corinthians 6:18-20
	Text4: Tonight, we’re talking about SEX. This can be an awkward and even embarrassing topic to discuss, but it is a topic that surrounds a teenager’s life. In the verses you read tonight the writer is trying to show that when we misuse sex it deeply affects us. But, when we honor our bodies, and everyone else’s, we also honor God. So, tonight spend some time talking about what it means to honor ourselves, to honor others, and to honor God. 

What stood out to you most about 1 Corinthians 6:18-20?

What do you think the writer meant by, “sexual immorality is a sin against your own body.”? 

What do you think the writer meant by, “…honor God with your body.”?

How is sex talked about in culture?

From what you know of God and the Bible how does culture’s view of sex and the Bible’s view of sex clash?

Why would the writer tell us to “Run away from sexual immorality…”?

What are the benefits of staying away from what the Bible calls, “sexual immorality”?

	Text5: Sex is a very big and very complex topic. Do your best to listen, seek to understand and point your students to a healthy life-giving perspective of sex. 
	Text6: Stay away from unhealthy conversations, visuals, and actions that dishonor your body. 


